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The Museum and Collections of the Historical Society of New Mexico
by Michael Stevenson

BEGINNINGS
As discussed in an article in the
January 2007 issue of La Cronice. a group
of New Mexican citizens. all men. met in
Santa Fe on December 15. 1859 and
organized the Historical Society of New
Mexico . The group adopted a
constitution two weeks later. setting forth
a rigorous process for gaining
membership in the Society and
establishing a five dollar initiation fee.
The scope of the Society was generous.
including "History. Geography. Indian
Races. Geology and Mineralogy.
Antiquities and Collections. and Natural
History." Shortly after the first
constitution was approved, they added
'~riculture, Statistics. Botany.Biography.
and Meteorology and Climatology."
The Society quickly ac cumulated
through donations a substantial
collection encompassing documents,
photographs. and "objects of curiosity."
Their meeting place was in a building
rented from one of their members.
Bishop Jean Baptiste Lamy and located
very near what is now the Cathedral
Basilica of S1. Francis. then La Parroquia.
the parish church replaced later by the
Cathedral. In this building they displayed
their collections in what may have been
the first history museum with curated
exhibits west of the Mississippi.
Unfortunately. the Civil War began to
disrupt the Society. In 1861 Colonel
Grayson resigned his U.S. Army
commission and his Presidency of the
Society and joined the Confederate
Army, as did several other members.
Grayson was assigned to command the
Florida Department of the Confederacy
and died shortly thereafter of "a disease
of the lungs." He was succeeded as
President of the Historical Society by

Major John Lowry Donaldson, also a
West Pointer and Mexican War Veteran
stationed at Ft. Marcy, and , later, by Judge
Kirby Benedict. Somehow. Major
Donaldson
and
his
remaining
compatriots, all presumably Union
supporters, held the Society together
through the trials of the CivilWar in New
Mexico , including the Confederate
capture of Santa Fe in 1862. But more
and more members of the Society
resigned as time went on and fewer
meetings were held. At its meeting on
September 28, 1863. the Society resolved
that the "room of this Society be
surrendered" and that on Saturday.
October 3. Augustine M. Hunt, the
Curator at the time. "make public sale of
all ...property and things." There being no
further business. the meeting then
adjourned sine die. that is. without
setting a date for the next meeting.
Then. on December 26. 1880. on the
sisr anniversary of the first approval of
the constitution of the Society, a
subsequent group reconvened the
Society and adopted almost verbatim the
original constitution. At least two of this
group. Louis Felsenthal and David Miller.
had .been active members of the first
Society and brought with them its
institutional memory. William G. Ritch.
the New Mexico Territorial Secretary. was
elected President of the Society, and L.
Bradford Prince . the Chief Justice of the
Territorial Supreme Court at the time and
later governor from 1889 to 1893. was
elected
Vice-President,
becoming
President in 1884. The revived Society
then began tryinq to recover the lost
collections from the Civil War days,
claiming some success (although none of
these objects have been found to be
documented in the later collections), and

trying to reestablish their museum.
Acquisition of objects for their collections
began in earnest, including documents.
photographs. minerals, and "ancient
pottery." Prince in particular began to
lobby hard to obtain use of the Palace of

the success of the Historical Society in
opening its museum , a person of
extensive political connections and one
who was quite persevering in acquiring
the use of the Palace of the Governors for
the Society.
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Figure 1: The Historical Socie ty's Rooms in the Palace. 191 4_ Origin al DraWin g co urtesy of the
Chavez History Library. Palace of the Governors (M NIvf/DCA), redrawn by the auth or

the Governors for the Society, with the
additional a~enda of worRin~ to preserve
the Palace which "had fallen in disrepair."
In 1882 permission was ~ranted for the
Society to begin meetinq in the Palace;
then in 1884 Prince convinced the U.S.
Secretary of the Interior to grant the
Society the use of the two easternmost
rooms of the Palace.
L. Bradford Prince was an already
experienced lawyer and politician when
he moved from New York to New Mexico
in 1878, havtnq been an assemblyman
and later state senator in New Yorkin the
1870s. He was appointed to be Chief
Justice of the New Mexico Territorial
Supreme Court in 1877 and remained in
this position until 1882. He ran for the
position of New Mexico Territorial
Delegate to the U.S. Congress in both
1882 and 1884. but was defeated both
times. He was broadly interested in the
history and culture of New Mexico and
the Southwest, but, just as important for

Historical Society's Rooms
in the Palace
Fi~ure 1 shows the east side (north is
to the top) of the Palace as it appeared
after major renovations in 1867 and in
the 1912-13 period. The latter renovation
was performed by Jesse Nusbaum under
the direction of Edgar Lee Hewett.
Director of the School of American
Archaeology and Museum__ of New
Mexico, which had taken over the Palace
in 1909 (the Museum of New Mexico had
been chartered by the Territorial
Legislature in that year).
The darker colored walls in Figure 1
are those rebuilt in the 1867 renovation.
A window had been placed in the east
wall of the southeast room (Room 13; the
room numbering system is that used
currently by the Palace of the Governors)
at least by 1880, then when the Historical
Society obtained the use of both of the
eastern rooms in 1884. a door was cut
between these two rooms . With this
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2007 Historical Society of New Mexico Awards
The Historical Society of New Mexico presented the following awards at its annual conference, Hon-Dah, Arizona, April 28, 2007

Paul A.f. Walter. Jr. Award

Ralph Emerson Twitchell Award

For meritorious service to the Historical
Society of New Mexico:

For a significant contribution to the field
of history in the areas of fine arts,
articles. books and exhibits:

•

John Porter Bloom
• Shelby Tisdale. Fine Indian Jewelry of
the Southwest: Mi//icent Rogers
Museum Collection, Taos

Gaspar Perez de Villagra Award
For outstanding publication (history):

fray francisco Atanasio
Dominguez Award
For historic surveys and research:

• David L. Caffey, Frank Springer &
New Mexico: From Colfax County
War toEmergence of Modem Santa Fe
(Texas A & M University Press)

• Paul Kraemer

Addison
Day,
Photographer
(Museum of New Mexico Press)

Paul Kraemer (on left)
Award presented by Mi cha el Stevenson

John Porter Bloom (on left)
Award presented by John B. Ramsay

Edgar Lee Hewett Award
For service to the public:
•

David L Caffey (on left)
Award presented by William Dunmire

Robert Torrez
NM State Historian 1987-2000

Shelby Tisdale (on left)
Awa rd presented by Ken Earle

L. Bradford Prince Award
For significant work in the field of
historic preservation:
•

Raben Torrez (on left)
A ward presented by Jo Ann e Jager

Luis Neri Azqal. Dale Kronhrite.
Patricia Morris and Steve Prins for
their work with the New Mexico
Chapter of the National New Deal
Preservation Association

• Malcolm
Ebright
and
Rick
Hendricks. The Witches of Abiquiu.
The Governor. the Priest . the
Genizaro Indians and the Devil

Glen Strock Illustrator
(Universityof New Mexico Press)

...
Oakah Jones (on left) and Paul Kraemer
Hon-Dah. Arizona. April 28, 2007

Mark your calender for the next
New Mexico History Conference
Deming, New Mexico, April 24-26, 2008

modification and its ~rowing collections.
the Society opened its museum on
September 24. 1885. The Society
acquired Rooms 10 and 11 in 1907 and
apparently cut a door between Room 11
and Room 12 after that and also between
Rooms 10 and 11. From the 1909
Society's annual report. speaking of the
acquisition of Rooms 10 and 11 . "The
wall that had to be cut through in order
to connect them with the older rooms of
the Society was the thickest in the Palace.
and perhaps in the country. 4 feet 8
inches from side to side. " Although the
records of Nusbaum's renovations are
scant. other doors were apparently cut by
Nusbaum in 1912 as was the window on
the east end of Room 14.
THE SOCIETY'S
ARTIfACT COLLECTIONS
Once the foothold was established in the
Palace. Governor Prince and his Society
accelerated the rush to acquire objects
for their new museum. Prince likely
donated or loaned many articles from his
personal collection. but the bulk of the
articles
displayed
initially were
purchased, including the first major
acquisition . that of a large mineral
collection displayed originally as part of
the "Tercto-Millenial Exposition" of 1883.
This collection cost the Society "but
$254.90." Also purchased was "the
pottery made at each Pueblo--the
varieties being very dlstmct-Includinq
the more remote ones of Moqui, Zuni,
Acomo [sic]. etc. This collection attracts
much attention. and its value arises from
its absolute accuracy. We have also a
considerable number of specimens of
Ancient pottery. du~ from the ruins of
Pueblo villages long since abandoned.
Large numbers of stone implements and
other articles Illustraunq the aboriginal
civilization have been secured; but many
of these we are not now able to exhibit
owing to lack of room and proper cases ."
Lack of space to exhibit the collections
was a continual complaint. likely coming
directly from Governor Prince. as
recorded in the reports of the Society.
Purchases between May. 1884 and
January. 1887 and their cost included "20
pieces of ancient pottery. excavated near
Los Luceros $ 40.00 File of New Mexican.
1864 to 1880. bound $ 30.00 Desk and
chair of Padre Vigil $ 8.00 Two finely
carved wooden stirrups $ 10.00 Antique
Mexican bellow $ 6.00 Watch of
Governor Amy $ 5.00
Four hundred and forty-four other
articles...includinq
Mexican--Guns. sabres . swords. pistols
and pikes; plow. yoke , shovel. spinning
wheels trunks. petequite. trunk stand.
copper kettles. cups and other utensils ;
wooden and metal stirrups. violin . guitar.
drums; spurs. bits. anqueras. wheels and
sickles; paintings on skin. canvas and
wood; ornamental crosses . etc .. etc.
and
Indian--Stone
vessels
implements. including mortars. axes.
hammers. metetes. polishes. discs. arrow
heads. etc.. from thirteen Pueblos.
collections of pottery from fourteen
Pueblos, and from ruins in the GaIIinas
and Datils, from Tesuque . Gran Queivira
[sic] and Pueblo Quemado. Dancinq
dresses and ornaments. shields . macanas.
lances. quivers. arrows. horn cups.
medicine cases , drills. scales. weights.
drums, teileqes. baskets . awls. painted
skins. water ju~s, necklaces. etc. "
The total cost to the Society of all the
above purchases was $656.95. The
"Mexican and Indian" items listed were
all purchased from the "curio" merchant
Jake Gold for a cost of $303.05. The
Mexican items formed the core of what
later would be called the "Industrial
Collection," i.e.. "Spanish and Mexican
period items of everyday life" and even
later the core of the History Collection of
the Museum of New Mexico.
The Society actively continued its
acquisitions for the next several decades.
By 1912 the arti fact co llectio ns. as
determined
from
the
So ciety's
acquisition records. consisted of at least
500 objects (including about 125 pottery
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pieces) in the "Prehistoric" collection. at
least 600 (including about 130 pottery
pieces) in the 'Aboriginal" collection. and
about 500 in the "Spanish and Mexican"
collection. This last included "a full
collection illustratinq the industrial life of
the people during the Spanish and
Mexican periods." but there were also
many Spanish Colonial Art items,
including more than 100 bultos, teteblos.
and palnttnos. At this time the 'American"
collection was very small. with only a
few items. The mineral collection stilI on
display evidently had chanced little from
its oriqins in the Tercio-MiIIenial
exposition other than the "donation of
very large and magnificent specimens of
copper ore from the 'BiSJ Copper Mine'
near San Pedro" in 1904.
Some other notable acquisitions in
these years included the 1904 donation
of "a most valuable oil portrait of Gen.
Stephen W Kearny" now on display in
the Portrait Room of the Palace of the
Governors. "a collection of silver articles
manufactured by the Navajo Indians." "a
collection Illusrrattnq the basketry of the
Territory." "3 additional paintings on elk
skins," more than 50 "large oIIas of the
old type of pottery" from the Pueblos, a
"great iron door" from the old county jail.
two iron cannon originally from Ft.
Marcy. and an 1866 watercolor by Arthur
Kellner of a "birds-eye view of Santa Fe."
From the very beqinning. the Society
had also been very active in acquirinq an
extensive collection of documents.
including newspapers of the time and
photoqraphs.
numbering in
the
thousands. The 1909report of the Society
noted that "a very important collection,
being the SJreater part of the documents
officially filed in the Northern
Jurisdiction (Santa Cruz) durinq the
Mexican regime. is probably soon to
become the property of the Society." Also
in that report. "the collection of
photographs of officials of the Territory is
recervlnq constant additions to keep it up
with the times. "
An important acquisition reported in
1912 was "the collection of historical
articles connected with the adoption of
the State Constitution. presented by Hon.
Nathan Jaffa. In order to have these very
Interesting historical objects properly
displayed, the Society had a special case
built in Denver for their exhibition at a
cost of $77., " These objects included the
pens used by President William Howard
Taft. the President of the Senate. and the
Speaker of the House to siSJn the
Statehood Enabling Act.
Only about 100 objects were added to
the Society's collections from 1912 to
1930. most of them 'American." With the
Museum of New Mexico ~radually takinS6
over the curation of the Society's exhibits
and the care of its collections in the
1930s. the Society stopped actively
acquiring items by purchase but
continued to receive donations,
including some larSJe collections, even
into the 1950s.
THE HISTORICAL SOCIETY'S
MUSEUM--188S TO 1930
The Society's museum when it
opened in 1885 exhibited the mineral
collection in the northeast room (Room
14) and "articles of historic interest" in the
sou theast room (Room 13). These
exhibits stayed in these rooms for a
number of years. or at least the mineral
collection did , as it was commented on
in the 1909 report. which noted that
some criticism of the exhibit had been
received, quite possibly from those who
did not think a mineral exhibit
appropriate in a Historical Society
museum.
As the museum and the collections
~rew and with Prince appointed the
Territorial Governor in 1889. the need for
some full-time help was apparent. and
about that time the Society hired Henry
Woodruff, who, with his wife Sarah,
looked after the Society's museum and
collections un til his death in 1930. Mr.
Woodruff was initi ally pa id the
handsome sum of $6 per week for his

(and his wife's) services.
Not 10nSJ after openinq the museum.
the east hallway and Room 12 (the old
Territorial Law Library) were also SJive n
to the Society. It is likely that some of the
Pueblo pottery and other 'Aboriqinal"
objects were placed on exhibit in this
room, as was the case in later times .
Expansion occurred again in 1907
when the "rooms just vacated by Judge
Laughlin" (Rooms 10 and 11) were
acquired and remodeled. presumably
includinq cuttinq the left door through
the thick wall between the two rooms.
The front most of these two , Room 11 .
was used to exhibit more of the Pueblo
pottery coll ections, includtnq the
collection of excavated materials from
western Socorro County acqutred in
1896.
From the 1909 Historical Society
report. "The back room is now the
library. and has been appropriately
furnished with book cases and show
cases. the latter for documents and maps.
The small adjoining room has been fitted
up for the use of students and writers
who wish to consult the library. A suitable
table. with all attendant conveniences.
has been procured. and adds greatly to
the comfort of those desiring to make
notes and extracts. The walls of this room
are covered with paintinqs. on skin and
wood; and the splendid collection of
photographs referred to in our last biennial report. finds its home here."
The Historical Society was now in
control of nearly all the east end of the
Palace. but about this time (1909) Dr.
Edgar Lee Hewett was SJiven the west end
of the Palace for his School of American
Archaeology (which later became the
School of American Research and now
the School of Advanced Research in
Santa Fe). At the same time. the
Territorial Legislature authorized the
formation of the Museum of New Mexico
to be operated by Dr. Hewett as a division
of his School and Hewett was given
custodial authority for the entire
bulld inq. In the 1912-13 period. Hewett's
and Nusbaum's renovation completely
disrupted the Society's museum by
requiting all of their exhibits to be moved
into storage, at least temporarily. For
whatever reasons. probably for lack of
storage space, the Society's acquisitions
stopped almost completely during this
period and never aSJain picked up the
earlier pace, particularly for the Spanish
and Indian items favored by Governor
Prince.
With Hewett opening his own
museum. larSJely consisting of displays of
archaeoloqical materials from several
excavations by Hewett , Nusbaum. and
others, in the west end of the Palace. the
rivalry SJrew between the two museums
and their heads. Hewett and Prince. As
reported by Beatrice Chauvenet in her
book Hewett and Friends based on an
interview with Ina Cassidy, during this
period Mrs. Cassidy had mentioned to
Governor Prince's wife Mary that she was
leaving a tea hosted by the Princes in the
east end of the Palace to SJo to a lecture
beinq SJiven by Hewett in the west end.
She was then told by Mrs. Prince that
"There is no need for you to hear Dr.
Hewett."
The renovations by Nusbaum of
Prince's east end of the Palace was a
particularly sore point. In 1912. Hewett
co nvinced New Mexico Governor
McDonald to recommend that the
Society be moved out of the Palace
entirely. but Prince in turn then
convinced the Legislature to allow the
Society and its museum to remain in the
Palace. Also. according to Ina Cassidy as
interviewed by Beatrice Chauvenet, over
one weekend Nusbaum and his workers
cut two new doors to provide more
access to the Historical Society's rooms.
apparently without the znowledce of
Prince. Which two these were of those
several that Nusbaum opened is unclear.
but the improved access to his rooms
became another thorn in the side of
Gove rnor Prince. The minutes of the

Society for January 4, 1913 report that "a
valuable piece of pottery" in the Society's
museum was discovered missing one
morning followm q a rneetinq on Hewett's
end of the building the night before.
Prince then ordered locks placed on the
doors to his museum. This in turn
infuriated Hewett. who insisted that as
custodian of the entire building he must
have access to the Society's end. Hewett
then convinced his Board of Regents of
the Museum of New Mexico to request
that the keys be turned over to him.
Apparently it still took an order by the
Legislature to Prince for this to happen.
but eventually some compromise was
reached.
Whether or not the tensions with
Hewett affected Governor Prince 's
health. he began to decline. In 1916. he
and Mrs. Prince moved permanently to
their home in New York. where Mrs.
Prince had already been spending quite a
bit of time . Princ e continued to visit
Santa Fe frequently. presiding over many
meettnqs of the Society and remaining as
the President of the Society until his
death in December. 1922. Even before
Prince's death. the Society began taking
a much more accornmodatinq approach
to workinSJ with Hewett. and thi s
continued after Ralph Emerson Twitchell
became Presid ent in 1924 and Paul A. F
Walter. Jr. in 1925. a post Walter would
retain for more than three decades. In
1922 the Society officially "deferred" to
the Museum of New Mexico in colle ctinq
Indian materials (the Society had in fact
had few, if any, acquisitions in this area
since 1912).
THE MUSEUM'S EXHIBITS
Fortunately. there are several
photocraphs from the early 1900s of the
Historical Society's museum in the Photo
Archives of the Chavez History Library at
the Palace of the Governors. Several of
these photographs are labeled as being
taken by Jesse Nusbaum. and it is likely
that at least all of the early ones (19131925) were. All of the photographs shown
below are by courtesy of the Palace of the
Governors (MNM/DCA).

Figure 2. Palace of the Governors Photo
Archives Neg. #12174, labeled as "room
13, approx 1913 "

This seems to be the oldest photo now
available of the HSNM Museum. It very
likely was taken in late 1912 or early
1913, as it must have been taken after
Nusbaum's renovation yet before the
1913rearrancement putting the library in
the southeast room (room 13) and the
"Spanish--Mexican collections" on the
north side (Room 14). The key to
determininq this is the revolving case of
framed photographs shown in this
photo. As reported in the April 10. 1913
Historical Society minutes, "very little has
been done toward arranSJin~ articles in
the southeast room . except that the
revolving case of framed photographs
has been plac ed in the center of this
room.
For orientation, note the door to the
right teadinq to Room 14 (this is the door
cut between Rooms 13 and 14 for the
1885 opening of the Historical Society
museum) and the window to the left (the
light from the window can be seen
behind the large case on the left). The
deer head above the door on the ri~ht is
a placement that can be seen in the next
two photographs. At some time probably
not 10nSJ after this. Room 13was changed
out to be the Library and Office.
Although we have found no records as to
exactly when this was. it must have been
before the 1914 Annual Report was
published.
which
describes
th e

placement of the Library in the southeast
room.

Figure 3. Palace of the Governors Photo
Archives Neg. # 6773. labeled as "room
13 (library. looking west), approx 1924 "

This photograph was probably taken
in 1913 or 1914 after the Library was
restored to Room 13. Note again the door
to the right with the deer head above it
and the window to the left. Also, the large
portrait above the door at the west end of
the room has been moved sIiSJhtly to the
left. The corner fireplace , clearly seen in
the left back corner although not obvious
in the previous photograph. was added
durinq the Nusbaum restoration.
This photo is in the 1923-24 Historical
Society Biennial Report, where it is
entitled "Historical Society Library and
Office-Lookinc West." Room 13 is noted
in 1914'sAnnual Report as where "in the
Reception Room in the southeast corner,
(the old Court Room and Senate
Chamber), are placed the Statehood
Collection described in a previous report,
the remarkable sets of photographs
prepared for the Expositions at Chicaco
and St. Louis, the original photographs of
the Governors and other distinquished
citizens of the last half century. the oil
paintings of Santa Fe and other western
scenes in early days. the splendid portrait
of Gen Kearny presented by his daughter,
the collection of Navajo silver
ornaments, and miscellaneous objects of
much interest and value." Although it is
difficult to make out the details, this
photograph seems consistent with that
description.
The Society was proud of its museum.
as noted in the 1914 Annual Report,
"...we have succeeded in arranging an
exhibit which is not only historically
instructive. but attracts thousands of
tourists from all parts of the country."

Figure 4. Palace of the Governors Photo
Archives Neg. #46785, labeled as "room
13 (library. looking east), approx 1924"

This photo was very likely taken at the
same time as the previous one (note the
placement of the chairs and books on the
table near the east end). Most remarkable
are the two people sitting at the east end
of the room, right below what must be
the bust of Lew Wallace often on display
in the Palace. The two people are very
likely Henry Woodruff and his Wife
Sarah. who appears to be sitting in
Wallace's Morris chair still in the Palace
collections. Woodruff was the only
curator and manager of the HS museum
and collections from 1890until his death
in 1930, and in the 1920s was paid a
salary of $75 a month (having started in
1890 at $6 a week). and for this the
Historical Society got his Wife Sarah's
help also. Woodruff took a single oneweek vacation during his 40 years, but he
insisted that he not be paid for that week.
Evidently the Lew Wallace bust was
placed in the Library in the 1923-24
period. From the 1923-24 HS biennial
report, p. 12, "Through the sympathetic
co-operation of the board of regents of
the state Museum the magnlficent golden
bronze bust of General Lew Wallace,
SJovernor of New Mexico. 1878-9.
donated to the state by his son. Henry S.

Wallace, toqether with the Morris chair
which was used by General Wallace in his
life-time and several letters written by
him relative to his having written a
portion of his celebrated boob-Ben Hur-in the palace which was occupied by
him durlnq his incumbency of the
executive office, have been installed in
the northeast room now used as a library
for the society."
Apparently. the library was in the
southeast room at the time of this
photograph, but was then moved to the
northeast room sometime in 1924. From
the 1923-24 Biennial Report, (in 1924)
"some changes were made in the
location of some of the exhibits and the
library was installed in its entirety in the
northeast room of the Palace."

Figure 5. Palace of the Governors Photo
Archives Neg. # 13059, labeled as "room
14 (looking east), approx 1915"

This photograph likely was taken
about the same time as the previous two.
but at least after the time the historical
collections were moved into Room 14,
probably in 1914. Note that the liSJht
fixtures are the same type as in Room 13
in the 1913 photo.
From the 1914 Historical Society
annual report, pp. 16-18,
"For a long time all of the Spanish and
Mexican collections. and the portraits.
paintings and miscellaneous objects,
were scattered on the floors of the two
eastern rooms which were formerly the
Legislative Halls. as the cases belonging
to the Society had been taken away
during the alterations in these rooms and
neither restored nor replaced. One of
these cases with shelvinq and glass doors
had cost the Society fifty dollars many
years ago, but it was entirely removed
and used elsewhere or destroyed. After
waiting a long time in hopes that new
cases would be provided, we concluded
to make the best arrangement of the
exhibits
possible
under
the
circumstances; and with very little
expense have succeeded beyond our
expectations.
The northeast room. representing the
Industrial Development of New Mexico
durinq the Spanish and Mexican eras-say from 1696 to 1846, 150 years in all-presents, we believe, the most interesting
and instructive historical exhibition to be
seen in any Museum in the country; for it
shows at a ~lance what a people entirely
isolated and beyond the reach of
imports. can do by inventive industry
when thrown on their own resources.
Byusinq an old frame work, originally
built for mineral specimens, for the
copper collection, and purchasing ei~ht
second hand glass cases of different
kinds. which were obtainable at low
prices. and by using all of the wall space
for pictures, etc.. we have succeeded in
installing all of this remarkable collection
at an expense less than seventy dollars.
On the walls are ten religious
paintinqs on skins , bein~ the largest
existinq collection of these very rare
objects; there are twenty-three religlous
pictures on canvas. about sixty paintings
on squares of hewn, SJenerally known as
'Santos,' and five small paintings in relief.
The frame at the east end is covered
with articles manufactured from the
copper of the country; one case with
shelves displays a wonderful variety of
articles made of wood, including wheels,
stirrups. locks, spades, plates. spoons, a
violin, a mouse trap , and a SJeneral
assortment of household implements;
one case is devoted to articles of iron;
one to those of gourds; a whole section
to manufactures of skin and leather, and

a remarkably Interesting case of carved
Images of saints. Whenever it can be
afforded everything in the room will be
carefully catalogued and described."
Unfortunately, if such a catalog were
ever completed, it has not been found.

exhibits.

Figure 9. Palace of the Governors Photo
Archives Neg. # 1487. labeled as "ro om 12
approx. 1920"

Figure 6, Palace of the Governors Photo
Archives Neg. #1522. labeled as "room
14, (looking east). approx 1924"

This is clearly the same room as in the
previous photo. i.e., Room 14 (the
northeast room); however. in the 1923-24
Historical Society report. it is labeled as
"Historical Society-South Half-Spanish
and Mexican Collections." A possible
explanation for this being mistakenly
labeled in the Society's report as the
"South Half" is that these collections
must have been moved into Room 13
shortly after the picture was taken. The
model in the lower left of the picture
appears to be of Bent's Old Fort. There
seems to be no record of its acquisition or
accession by the Historical Society, but it
may have been on loan.

Although it is unclear exactly when
this was taken , it is the earliest photo of
Room 12 found to this point. Room 12
was used for Indian materials from the
beglnnlnqs of the Historical Society
museum. From the 1914 Historical
Society report, "The next work
undertaken was the arrangement of the
Pueblo Indian Exhibit of stone and
pottery in the Iarqe central room which
was formerly the Territorial Library (i.e..
Room 12). By utilizing the cases on hand
we have succeeded in exhlbiting the
~reater
part of these coIIections.
although a large number of specimens
are still in storaqe awaitinq the
acquisition of more cases."

Figure 1O. Palace of the Governors Photo
Archives Neg. #1537. labeled as "room
12. ca. 1930s. "

Figure 7, Palace of the Governors Photo
Archives Neg. #53554, labeled as "room
14 (looking east), approx 1924 ,.

Thisis indeed clearly Room 14100kinSJ
east. but it is not clear as to when it was
taken. Jud~ing by the bare light bulbs. it
seems likely it was taken about the same
time as the two 1924 (approximately)
photos of Room 13. This photograph
certainly makes apparent the old style
(compared to more modern museum
practices) of exhibitions that the
Historical Society used, that is, dozens of
objects, no interpretation whatsoever,
not even labels. apparently. Nevertheless,
the Society's museum was popular; in
1928 the Society reported 50.000 visitors
to its museum, perhaps a sIi~ht
exa~geration. but certainly an indication
that visitor traffic was high. Of some
apparent importance to the Society,
"these people hailed not mainly from
Texas. but from all over the world ."

Figure 8, Palace of the Governors Photo
Archives Neg. #46786, labeled as "room
14. ca. 1920"

It is not completely clear that this is
Room 14 based on a count of the viSJas
between the end of the room and the
door on the riSJht side, although this is the
most likely answer. as indicated by the
label in the Photo Archives. The
depression on the left side could be
either a door or a window, but. if a
window, there does not appear to be liSJht
coming in through it. It might be Room
12 , but the vigas do not appear to be
right for that. Whichever. it is certainly
very neat and orderly. Despite the label. it
is possible this was taken in the late 1920s
or even 1930s after the MNM staff beqan
"assisting" with the Historical Society 's

This is obviously Room 12. with the
doors on either side; however, there has
been no record found as to when the
Indian exhibit was removed and these
exhibits installed. The light fixtures look
fairly modern. so that this might well
have been in the 1930s.
BEYOND GOVERNOR PRINCE

The decline in the Viability of the
Society 's museum began in the 1920s.
likely hastened by Governor Prince's
departure from New Mexico (except for
later occasional visits) in 1916 and his
death in 1922. As noted earlier. the
Society "deferred" to Hewett in "Indian
materials" collected in 1922. As a record
of that decision. in the Biennial Report of
1923-24, "it was urged by President Ralph
Twitchell that the society should not
compete with the state museum in the
acquisition
of Indian
materials.
indlcatinq a change in the collecting
policy of the orqanizatlon. " Then from
the 1925-26 report, President Twitchell is
quoted as sayinSJ, "it is not the business of
a Historical Society to maintain a
museum. but...fortunately we now have
the whole-hearted cooperation of the
State Museum. The time to standardize
has come; the day of the curio cabinet
has gone."
Obviously, standardization did indeed
take place, with the help of the "State
Museum ." As reported in the 1932-33
Biennial Report of the Society. "Under
the guidance of Dr. Edgar L. Hewett,
director of the Museum, his assistants, as
well as the staff of the library and the
Historical Society. all exhibits of the
society have been rearranged and
scientifically displayed in period rooms
and chronological order."
The Society had by this time replaced
Henry Woodruff with Hester Jones, who
became both "a hostess to the thousands
who pass through the Palace of the
Governors" and "a scholarly and
painstaking curator." Miss Jones also
became Recording Secretary of the
Society in 1933. a post she held for more
than two decades. As indicated in the
above quote. she apparently worked
closely with the Museum staff.
Even after the transition to the
Museum of New Mexico in caring for the
Society's exhibits. the collections of the
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Society continued to ~row. From the
1920s on there were more than 300
individual objects acquired either by
donation or purchase. Including such
items as three Rio Grande weavtnzs
donated by Mrs. Henry Dendahl in 1954.
Three very larqe collections were also
donated: first. in 1949 about 180 items
were donated in the Manderfield
collection. Including 75 items of women's
clothing. Then in 1953. the Helen Schutz
Ilfeld collection of more than 40 items.
includtng clothlnq and jewelry, was ~iven
to the Society, and in 1957 about 50
items, mostly clothing. from the estate of
Senora Cleofas Martinez Jaramillo were
donated. The Manderfield Collection was
of such importance that it was put on
display in the "Manderfield Sala" (Room
11) in a "blockbuster" exhibit with a
special opening hosted by young ladies
in period costumes from the collection.
During the 1959-61 period the
Museum of New Mexico was reorganized
and the History Bureau formed. takin~
over the responsibility for exhibits in the
Palace. The Society's collections had also
be~un beinq reorqanized in the 1950s
with Museum of New Mexico curators
E. Boyd Hall responsible for Spanish
Colonial art and Marjorie Lambert in
charqe of the historical collections with
Indian items . Arthur J. O. Anderson.
Associate Museum Administrator for
History and Publications. was responsible
for the history and document
collections. About this time too, the State

Records Center and Archives was formed
to take on the responsibility for all official
state records . including those nominally
in the hands of the Historical Society. The
Historical Society itself also took on a
reorganization in 1959, Ieadlnq to a new
charter and the beqlnnlnc of its second
century.
The final disposition of the Society's
collections was documented in a June 29.
1977 letter from Lorraine Lavender,
President, HSNM to the Board of Re~ents
of the Museum of New Mexico and
Georqe H. EWin~ , Director of the
Museum of New Mexico. In this letter. the
Historical Society "~ives to the Museum
of New Mexico all of its ri~ht, title and
interest in and to those collections
acquired prior to 1960 and presently
housed in the Museum of New Mexico.
This is done with the understandinq that
the Museum of New Mexico will provide
a credit line ~ivin~ credit to the Historical
Society of New Mexico whenever all or
part of those collections are used ."
Today there are over 300 Historical
Society items (lar~ely Spanish Colonial
art works) catalogued in the collections
of the Museum of International Folk Art,
more than 500 in the collections of the
Museum of Indian Arts and Culture , and
more than 1200 in the Palace of the
Governors/New
Mexico
History
Museum 's collections. Beyond this there
are thousands of documents and
photographs. collected by the Historical
Society, now in the collections of the

State Archives and Records Center and
the Chavez History Library and Photo
Archives at the Palace of the
Governors/New Mexico History Museum .
Thus. the memory of the Historical
Society's Museum in the Palace of the
Governors still lives on in the collections
of the Museum of New Mexico.
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Underground Mine Map Initiative
Catalogs Old Mine Maps
In September 2006. the Office of
Surface Mining Reclamation and
Enforcement (OSM) awarded the New
Mexico Bureau of Geology and Mineral
Resources (NMBGMR) a competitive
~rant of $42.000 to complete the
cataloging and scanning of historic coal
mine maps of New Mexico.
The NMBGMR serves as the repository
for historic underground mine maps in
the state and has a collection of more
than 400 underground coal maps.
As part of this project. the NMBGMR is
asking New Mexicans who possess old
maps or who are aware of old map
collections to contact Maureen Wilks.
Geoloqlcal Librarian at NMBGMR at the
address listed at the end of this article .
Dr. Peter. Director of the NMBGMR
said. "Recent coal mine disasters (the
2002 Quecreek mine flooding in
Pennsylvania and the 2006 Sago mine
disaster in West Virginia, in particular)
have demonstrated both the need for
accurate mine maps and the ability to get
those maps into the hands of rescue
workers quickly. The project, to catalog
and locate ~eographic coordinates of
existing mine maps, will allow
instantaneous online retrieval of such
maps at any time of the day or ni~ht and
so represents a si~nificant step forward in
mine safety."
The cataloqtnq of mine maps bezan in
2004 when
the
NMBGMR.
in
collaboration with the Minin~ and
Minerals Division of the New Mexico

Ener~y. Minerals and Natural Resources
Department, and the State Mine
Inspectors Office, was awarded a
competitive ~rant of $50,000 from the
Mine Safety and Health Administration.
More than 250 coal mine maps were
cataloged and 200 scanned.
The success of this phase of the map
cataloqinq project led 'to the current
award of $42.000to complete the project,
which involves: (1) catalocing the
remaining coal mine maps at the bureau.
(2) cleaning up the scans of those maps
already scanned. Scenninq and cleaning
up the Images of the remaining coal
mine maps and (3) actively seekin~ out
additional mine maps from public
institutions.
private
companies,
conservation societies and other sources.
Especially important are the coal mines
in the Raton Basin; there are many
inactive underground mines in this area,
and currently NMBGMR has very few
mine maps for the Raton Basin. Coalbed
methane development alone with the
potential for active underground coal
mines has become a high priority in the
Raton Basin. and there is a definite need
to know the extent and location of the
underground mines for the safe
development of resources.
Contact: Maureen Wilks. Geological
Librarian, New Mexico Bureau of
Geology and Mineral Resources , 801
Leroy Place, Socorro. NM. 87801.
Telephone: (505) 835-5322.

• ••

John Porter Bloom & Lansing B. Bloom Honored
Dr. John Porter Bloom (B.A. 1947) had
a busy time with honors recently, his own
and his father's. On April 28. 2007 he
received the Paul A. f. Walter, Jr. Award
"For services to the Historical Society of
New Mexico" at its annual conference.
The award marked the end of his lone
service as Secretary of the Society, a
position his late father held for an even
longer period, much of it while teaching
in the UNM history department (1929-45).
John then drove to Ma~dalena on
Sunday. April 29. to stand in for his father
who . before devotine his career to
history. served the Presbyterian Church
as minister and missionary. The
Reverend Lansing B. Bloom was minister
of the Community Church in Ma~dalena ,
1915-1917. This church was established
100years aSJo, and held a special service
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in commemoration of its first century.
Two days later, in Santa Fe. a State of
New Mexico Herttaqe Preservation
Award was presented in a well attended
ceremony at the Scottish Rite Cathedral.
Himself a member of the Editorial Board
of the New Mexico Historical Review,
John accepted on behalf of his father the
"State Historian's Award for Excellence in
New Mexico Herttaqe Scholarship. In
honor of 81 years of publishing scholarly
research on New Mexico and the
Southwest." Pastor and Professor,
Lansing B. Bloom was founding co-editor
of the Review in 1926. Happily, also
present to share in this award was
Constance Walter (Mrs. James K)
Culbertson (B.A. 1948) ~randdau~hter of
the other founding co-editor. Paul A. f.
Walter, JI.

Ernie Pyle's Home and Typewriter Gain
National Attention

Albuquerque Home of Ernie and Jerry Pyle
Built in 1940 and now serves as a branch library
(photograph by Carleen Lazzell Novem ber 2006)

Ernie Pyle 's Albuquerque home,
located at 900 Girard Boulevard, SE,
received National Historic Landmark
status on October 13,2006 . Millions read
Pyle's descriptions of the front-line
experiences by infantry soldiers durlnq
the Second World War. In some of his
columns. he mentioned (referred to) "the
little white house and picket fence" back
in Albuquerque. In 1944, he received the
Pulitzer Prize for dlstlncuished war
correspondence. On the island of Ie
Shima, Japanese ~unfire killed Pyle on
April 18, 1945. He was buried at the
"Punch Bowl" cemetery in Honolulu.
Ernie Pyle and his wife Jerry had their
house built in 1940. Although he was
born in Indiana . Pyle spent his
professional life roaming the world and
he chose Albuquerque as his home. In
his own words . he said that he had "a
deep. unreasoning affection" for New
Mexico. In 1948, the City of Albuquerque
purchased the Pyle home from his estate
(his wife Jerry also died in 1945) at which
time it became a branch of the
Albuquerque Public Library. Although
the house retains its original appearance,
there is a small collection of children and
adult books in addition to some Pyle
memorabilia. Most of Pyle's letters,
manuscripts. books. photographs and
newspaper cltppmcs are housed in the
archives of the Albuquerque Special
Collections Library at 423, Central
Avenue, N.E. The interior configuration
and the landscaping have been
preserved, including the picket fence

built by Pyle and the SJrave marker of this
do~ "Cheetah ." Destqnatinc his home as
a National Landmark recognizes his
contributions durlnq his service in World
War II.
Accordinq to an article by OIIie Reed,
Jr.. in the Albuquerque Tribune,
December 13.2006, a team of filmmakers
visited the Albuquerque Museum. They
shot footage of a Pyle typewriter, which
the museum has owned since 1990. Deb
Slaney, history curator said the "History
Detectives" took writing samples of the
typewriter to compare with sample items
typed by Pyle. According to the article ,
only two other typewriters have been
authenticated as belon~in~ to the war
correspondent. The typewriter is a 1921
Corona 3, which has Pyle's name inside
its carrying case.
The typewriter was
donated to Albuquerque Museum by Don
Bell. Bell, a serseant in the 29th Infantry,
was interviewed by Pyle in a foxhole in
France. Because of the German shelling,
the foxhole be~an to coIIapse. Both Pyle
and Bell were successful in SJetting out,
but Pyle had to leave his typewriter
behind. He told Bell that if he could find
the typewriter, he could have it. Slaney
said that research ver ifies that Pyle and
BeII were in the same place at the same
time. so Bell's story appears to be
credible. The episode aired on July, 16
2007 on PBS-TV "History Detectives" a
television program which researches and
attempts to solve historical mysteries.
~ CCL

Texas-New Mexico Route 66 Ghost Town
Declared a National Historic District

Groundbreaking for New Glenrio
Tourist Center and Rest Area

by Tom Drace

Glenrio, a tow n fabricated by
transportation and the needs of travelers,
sits empty alonq an abandoned stretch of
Route 66 on the Texas-New Mexico
border. A modern-day ~host town, it has
been declared a National Historic District
by the National ParR Service, the New
Mexico Historic Preservation Division
announced today.
The first in Texas/Last in Texas Motel.
the Art Moderne-style Little Juarez Diner,
and the ca. 1930 adobe State Line Bar
and Motel on the New Mexico side all are
vacant. Some are missing- windows.
others appear about to be overcome by
nature and a few have morphed into outbulldings. But to get off Interstate 40 and
cruise Route 66 through Glenrio and
across the border oddly evokes some of
the excitement and sense of adventure
motorists from decades ag-o felt when
they traveled long stretches of two -lane
blacktop through a lonely countryside.
"Glenrio was a splash of bri~ht li~hts,
hot meals and a few western-themed
motels, and after that all signs of
civilization ended abruptly." said John
Murphey. coordinator of the State and
National Register programs at HPD. "Not
only was Glenrio the only town for miles
around on Route 66. but its livelihood
depended entirely on Route 66. and
without it. it quickly became a mid century ~host town."
There was always a bit of artifice to

Broyl es Gas Statton (ph otograph er unkn own)

Glenrio. The town originally called Rock
Island in 1908 was renamed Glenrio by
the Chicago. RocR Island and Pacific
Railroad, althouqh there is no river or
grassy valley for miles.
Glenrio
prospered and by 1915 a frame school
was built to complement the small
houses, town hall, Methodist Church.
Glenrio Hotel. restaurants and new
businesses mostly centered around the
railroad and its new depot. It was the
federal ~overnment's siting of a post
office in Glenrio in 1916 that officially
placed the town in New Mexico.
althoug-h mail was delivered by train to
the Texas side and brought over to New
Mexico for delivery.
By 1917, the hotel had numerous
guests traveling the rough Ozark Trails by
car. Automobile traffic increased as the
dirt-road predecessor was officially
designated Route 66 in 1926. Once a twolane blacktop connected Chicago to
Santa Monica. California, in the mid1930s. Glenrio literally turned its back on
its early railroad years and put its best
face toward the new hi~hway.
Several gas stations. a new restaurant
and a motel clustered along the north
side of Route 66 by the early 1930s. A few
buildings from Glenrio's rail-town past
were moved up close to the new
hi~hway, bu t most of the rest were
demolished or fell into ruin. Dry on the
Deaf Smith County. Texas, side most new
businesses located in New Mexico's Quay
County. which followed most of the
nation in repealing Prohibition.
Glenrio's peak period be~an in 1945
and lasted 30 years until Interstate 40
bypassed it. killing in two years the

motels. restaurants. five gas stations and
other businesses that thrived for decadesmany of them under family ownership.
The relativ es of Joseph Brownlee and
Homer Ehresman who started many of
the businesses recall when cars were
lined up five deep waiting to fill up with
~asoline. In 1955, Route 66 was widened
to four lan es in town to accommodate
the traffic.
The Glenrio Historic District includes
17 buildings and structures, the Route 66
roadbed, and the one remaining home
from its days as a rail town. Many of the
buildings are small and boxy, made of
adobe-and-frame construction covered

The golden gro und breakin g shov els leaning up against the "Welcom e to New Mexi co Historic Mark er on March 21.200 7 pti ot oqrspb by Carleen Lazzel!

First in Texas Motel (pti otographet unkn own)

in smooth plaster. The Little Juarez Diner
built in 1952was built of cinderblock and
streamlined to resemble the popular
small. one-man operated Valentine
Diners , which were hauled into towns
across the country on flatcars from
Wichita , Kansas. Brownlee added the
touch of paintinz his creation with green
stripes to match his nearby Texaco gas
station.
"The district was eligible to be listed in
the National Register of Historic Places - it
previously was listed in the New Mexico's
Stat e Re~ister of Cultural Properties because it illustrates the communities
that evolved along- Route 66 in the
twentieth century." said Katherine SlicR.

State transportation and tourism
officials broke ground on Wednesday,
March 21, 2007, for a new visitor center
and rest area on Interstate 40. The $7.4
million hacienda-style facility. designed
by Santa fe architect John Barton. AIA,
will feature a spacious lobby with
information kiosRs, which will highlight
historical and cultural aspects of New
Mexico . The exhibits will take visitors on
a comprehensive visual journey through
the state highlighting New Mexico's
diversity. The Glenrio Center will be
8.500 square feet and will include a ~ift
shop, a movie theatre, wireless internet.
vending machines. water fountains and
pay phones among other amenities.
About twenty percent of the electricity
needs of the facility will be generated by
wind power.
Some of the other features of the new
area will include corrals for livestock,
native landscaping, paved walking path
for ~ mile perimeter and a fenced pet
area. There will be 94 car parRing spaces
and spaces for large commercial trucks.
The visitor center will be staffed by the

Tourism Department. while the rest area
will be run by the Department of
Transportation. The new facility is
desiqned to accommodate one million
visitors annually.
The old Glenrio rest ar ea was
constructed in 1971. The actual town of
Glenrio is a short distance to the south of
Interstate 40 and is considered one of the
best preserved examples of Route 66
architecture and popular culture. The
Glenrio Tourist Center and Rest Area is
located in the same ~eneral area. but is
on the north side of 1-40.
In addition to the Glenrio Center,
another facility. also designed by John
Barton. AIA, is under construction near
Gallup on Interstate 40. It is the
Manuelito Visitor Center and Rest Area
and will have similar amenities and
conveniences as those at Glen rio.
Timing for these two new facilities is
appropriate as the New Mexico
Statehood Centennial will be celebrated
in 2012.
~CCL

Li ttle Juarez Cafe (photograph er unkn own)

Stat e Historic Preservation Officer and
HPD director. "It also is notable for its
collection of roadside commercial
architecture from the mid-twentieth
century."
SlicR thanked the National Park
Service Route 66 Corridor Preservation
Program, which funded the nomination
written by Phillip Thomason of
Thomason and Associates in Nashville.
Glenrio was one of the last Route 66
communities to be bypassed by an
interstate, holding out well past when
most of the system was completed. for
years, Interstate 40 stopped just east of
town in Texas and motorists trav eled the
highway to Tucumcari. But eventually
the new road came through, and today
motorists mostly zip by Glenrio except
for the Route 66 aficionados lookin~ to
recapture a roadtrip from a by~one era.

Glenrio Visirors Center and Rest Area located west of the New M exi co Texas State Line on 1-40.
Watercolo r paiming by John W. Barton. Archi tect for the p roje ct.

~TD

The Great Santa Fe Trail Horse Race Endurance Ride.
September 1-15.2007

www.sfthorserace.com

Manuelito Visitors Center and Resr Area East of the New Mexi co Arizo na State Lin e on 1-40.
Watercolor painting by John W. Barton . Arc hitecr for the proj ect.
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Edward Digneo. businessman and artist. died at his home in Santa Fe in May 2007.
DilJneo was a descendent of the Di~neo . Palladino. Berardin elli families. which came
to Santa Fe in the late 1870s. at the requ est of Archbishop Jean Baptiste Lamy. to work
as stonemasons on the Santa Fe (Bascilla) Cathedral. The extended family was credited
with many of the most recognizable pub lic and commercial buildings in the territory.
Carlo Dtqneo and Gaetano Palladino built the original Hodgin Hall (before it was
remodeled in 1909) and Palladino and Michele Berardinelli were contractors for the old
Bernallillo County Courthouse razed in 1959.
Ja n et Lippincott died on May 2. 2007. in Santa Fe just two weeks shy of her 89th
birthday. Lippincott came to New Mexico to study with Transcendentalist avatar Emil
Bisttram in his Taos studio. She built her own home and studio on Upper Canyon Road
in Santa Fe. Durinq her career she produced numerous Ilthocraphs at the Tamarind
Institute. In 2002 she received the Governor's Award for Excellence in the Arts and in
2003 she was honored with the NM Women in the Arts Award by the National Museum
of Women in the Arts. Lippincott left her mark on the Modernist Art movement.
Cliffo rd "S m o key" Ma rtinez of Las Cruces survived the Bataan March in 1942and at
the time of his death in Jun e 2007. he was 88 years old. He was born on January 20.
1919. He was among about 70.000 American and Filipino troops forced to march 65
miles without food or water to Japanese prison camps. After the war. he wrot e "Hard
Times." a book about his experiences durinq the war.
Elmer "S kin ny" Schooley. died at his home in Roswell. at the a~e of 90. Schooley
spent the early years of his life teaching art at New Mexico Hi~hlands University in Las
V'elJas. In his later years. he relocated to Roswell. wh ere he and his wife became a
members of the of the Artist-in-Residence Proqram. Schooley's monumental-size
works are on display at the Albuqu erqu e Intenatlonal Airport. among other places. In
1986 he received the Governor's Award for Excellence in the Arts.
Agapito "Ga p" S iI~a . died at his home in Albuquerque at the alJe of 87. He was
captured by the Japanese after the fall of Bataan in 1942. he was forced to work as a
slave laborer in coal mines.
Walter M. ''Wa lly'' Schir ra. Jr.. one of the Mercur y 7 astronauts died in May 2007. at
the a~e of 84. Out of over 100 applicants to the Mercury ProSJram. onl y seven were
selected. Durinq Feburary 1959 the astronauts came to Albuquerque to the Lovelace
Medical Center where they underwent strenuous medical evaluations under the
supervision of aeropace medical specialists Dr. Randy Lovelac e and Dr. William
Douglas, Schirra was the only astronaut to fly in all three of NASA's original manned
space fIiSJht programs. Mercury. Gemini and Apollo.
Ric k Vaughn . lJraphic designer; who came to Albuquerque in 1980. died in April 2007
at the a~e of 59. Two of his most recognizable designs are the distinctive "New Mexico
Rail Runner Express" and the Albuquerque Tricentennial IOlJo.

New Mexico Rail Runner Express design and the Albuquerque Tticentetm iel logo were cr eated by
Ric k Vaughn with th e graph ic design firm Vaughn Wedeen Creative.
(Rail Runner ph o tograph tak en at th e Los Luna s Statio n. June 30. 2007 by Carleen Lezzell)

Paul "Ed" Yost. hot-air ballooninq pioneer. died in May 2007 at his home in Taos at the
a~e of 87. Yost pilot ed the first fIiSJht of a ballo on usinq an envelope and propane
burner system he dev eloped , makinlJ a three-mile fIiSJht in October 1960. Because of
this feat, he is known as the "father of modern hot-air ballooning." He and three others
founded Raven Industries in 1956. to manufacture hot-air balloons for sale to the
public.

The Historical Soci ety of New Mexico
invites submission of papers on topics of
New Mexico history to be presented at
the Society's 2008 annual conference in
Deming, NM on April 24 -26. 2008.
General and local subjects are
welcome. especially those related to
southwestern New Mexico (the counties
of Catron. Grant. Hidalgo , Luna. Dona
Ana. Sierra. Otero and Socorro) and
Borderlands studies, including those in
pursuit of the Jane Sanchez Endowment
funding. Multiple submissions of three
papers on a related topic to constitute a
full session will be ~iven special
consideration.
Submissions should consist of a slnqle
paSJe summary of a paper to be delivered
in 20 minutes (including any audio or
visual accompaniment) containinq the
thesis. arqument and conclusion; major
primary sources used ; and the name.
address. e-mail address and credentials
or vitae of the presenter. Also note
wh ether any electronic equipment will
be ne eded for the presentation.

Send submissions to:
David L. Caffey.
Post Office Box 955
Clovis NM 88102
or
david.caffey@clovis .edu

DEADLINE fOR SUBMISSIONS
SEPTEMBER 30. 2007
Notifications of acceptances will be
issued November 1. 2007. Submissions
will not be returned. but modifications
can be submitted until December 1.2007.
For more information consult the
HSNM website: www.hsnm .or~.
Inquiries may be addressed to the
Program Committee Chairman. HSNM.
Post Office Box 1912. Santa Fe. NM 87504
or to joanneja~er@msn.com .

• ••

Bust of Donaciano Vigil at
Palace of the Governors
Don aciano V'iSJiI served as civil
of the Territory of New Mexico
from January 1847 to October 1848. He
was the first native New Mexican
Hispanic to serve as New Mexico
lJovernor
under
an
American
administration. Accordinq to an article
in the Albuquerque Journal. September
3. 2006. reporter Kathaleen Roberts said ,
"Those were dangerous times . General
Stephen Kearny sou ght respected leaders
to serve in the new interim civil
SJovernment to lend it legitimacy When
he offered Donaciano the position of
secretary of the Territorial Civil
Government - essentially second in
command to Gov. Charles Bent - he knew
the profound implications of his choice.
Mexican loyalists called him [\7iSJiI] a
traitor.
"But the U.S. offered
more
opportunities
for
progress
and
co m mercial
and
economic
development. as well as democratic and
liberal ideals. When an insurrection
~overnor

erupted in Taos in January 1847. Bent
intervened
personally
and
was
assassinated. Donaciano assumed the
lJovernorship."
Through the efforts of two of his ~reat
SJreat lJrandsons, Donaciano VilJiI has
been recognized. Bill ViSJiI of Fresno .
California. spearheaded the effort to
commemorate ViSJiI with a bronze bust.
MauriIio V'iSJiI. professor emeritus at New
Mexico HilJhlands University took the
role of family historian. researching his
SJreat
SJreat
SJrandfather's
accomplishments.
Accordinq to the newspaper report.
Santa Fe sculptor Si~ne BerSJman
sculpted V'iSJiI's likeness from the only
known photograph of him.
She
captured his distinctive features and hair
style. The sculpture. which weilJhs 60
pounds. was cast in bronze at Santa Fe
Bronze. At a ceremony in the courtyard
of the Palace of the Governors. Saturday.
September 9. 2006.
the bus t of
-CCL
Donaciano V'i~iI was unv eiled.

Please visit the Historical Society of New Mexico web site!

www:hsnm.org

